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Abstract: With the rapid evolution in wireless communications and autonomous vehicles, intelligent
and autonomous vehicles will be launched soon. Vehicle to Everything (V2X) communications
provides driving safety, traffic efficiency, and road information in real-time in vehicular
networks. V2X has evolved by integrating cellular 5G and New Radio (NR) access technology
in V2X communications (i.e., 5G NR V2X); it can fulfill the ever-evolving vehicular application,
communication, and service demands of connected vehicles, such as ultra-low latency, ultra-high
bandwidth, ultra-high reliability, and security. However, with the increasing number of intelligent
and autonomous vehicles and their safety requirements, there is a backlash in deployment and
management because of scalability, poor security and less flexibility. Multi-access Edge Computing
(MEC) plays a significant role in bringing cloud services closer to vehicular nodes, which reduces
the scalability and flexibility issues. In addition, blockchain has evolved as an effective technology
enabler to solve several security, privacy, and networking issues faced by the current 5G-based MEC
systems in vehicular networks. Blockchain can be integrated as a strong security mechanism for
securing and managing 5G V2X along with MEC. In this survey, we discuss, in detail, state-of-the-art
V2X, its evolution based on cellular 5G technology and non-cellular 802.11bd. We investigate the
integration of blockchain in 5G-based MEC vehicular networks for security, privacy protection,
and content caching. We present the issues and challenges in existing edge computing and
5G V2X and, then, we shed some light on future research directions in these integrated and
emerging technologies.
Keywords: connected vehicles; security; blockchain; edge computing; privacy

1. Introduction
Vehicles are important part of our daily commute; they have become a necessity rather than
a luxury. Vehicle to Everything (V2X) communications provide driving safety, traffic efficiency, and road
information in real-time in vehicular networks. The vertical automobile industry is undergoing major
technical advances with a revolutionary goal in the development of intelligent and autonomous vehicles.
The intelligent and autonomous vehicles may be classified as Automotive Vehicles and Connected Vehicles.
The interconnection between vehicles is commonly known as Connected Vehicles in the United States [1]
and Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems (C-ITS) in EU countries [2]. The connected vehicle
technology, or C-ITS, is based on VANETs for communicating safety and non-safety messages. Because of
the ITS technological advancements, C-ITS has gained a lot of attention from industry and academia
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that could potentially help traffic-flow situations (such as congestion, accidents, and road construction),
ensure safe driving, and provide multimedia entertainment in vehicles. The advancement of connectivity
in vehicles includes different types of communication technologies. In vehicular networks, the vehicle can
communicate with neighbor vehicles, infrastructures, pedestrians, cyclists, etc.
After the 3GPP came into the existence with C-V2X technology, they closely focused on its
development by launching a range of specification standards to improve the V2X technology further.
At the start of the DSRC era, the 3G cellular infrastructure was also in operation; however, it was
not able to satisfy the strict specifications needed for V2X communications. Furthermore, with the
advancement of wireless technologies, 4G or LTE networks were launched with high speed, low latency,
high throughput, and high reliability. LTE for vehicles (LTE-V) was introduced in 2016 as an alternative
technology besides DSRC for vehicular networks to support intelligent transportation. However, LTE-V
still cannot support ultra-low latency, ultra-high reliability and ultra-high bandwidth requirements
for V2X applications, such as critical messages and coordinated platooning. Since then, New Radio
(NR) technology has been introduced that enhances the C-V2X applications. Every release has been
enhanced further almost every year. The goal of NR V2X is not to replace the already standardized
C-V2X technology. The aim is to provide additional support for all V2X applications. In a region
where new vehicles will have both C-V2X and NR V2X functionalities, C-V2X and NR V2X will likely
coexist. Some of the notable key features of NR V2X are side link mode 2, improved scheduling
mechanisms, different transmission mechanisms (like unicast, groupcast, and broadcast), various side
link modes, PHY layer improvements, etc. The emerging 5G technology will further help C-V2X and,
at the same time, increase security. In contrast to the existing cellular networks, 5G wireless networks
will be decentralized and omnipresent, with particular focus on security and privacy requirements.
The evolution of C-V2X towards 5G NR V2X provides adequate requirements and new possibilities for
current and future intelligent and autonomous driving industries, while, at the same time, retaining
backward compatibility.
Meanwhile, edge computing has emerged as an expansion of cloud computing, and it is considered
as enabling technology for driving 5G ecosystems forward. It delivers computing facilities at the edge
of the network to nearby vehicles or other devices, allowing for even shorter communication delays in
processing and storage. In vehicular networks, Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) reduces delays and
background congestion by computation offloading and distributed content caching. It provides a series of
computing services such as edge data storage, task processing, real-time network access, and Quality of
Service (QoS) improvements with ultra-low latency data transmissions. The decentralized MEC system
in vehicular networks offers various advantages, including ubiquitous network connections, increased
scalability, and decreased complexity in network operations, and it helps in the development of 5G
V2X services. The data computing is vulnerable to malicious attacks in the dynamic edge-computing
environment such as jamming attacks, sniffing attacks, denial-of-service attacks (DoS), etc. Furthermore,
the edge servers must be reliable and secure, but they can be compromised because of the high dynamicity
and accessibility of the MEC-based V2X networks. A further challenge is to protect data privacy and
immutability from external modifications or alternations.
The rapid and explosive growth in 5G V2X traffic data generated by high-density vehicles has
led to strong demands for network defense systems against various cyber-attacks. Blockchain is
expected to offer a range of security services for 5G V2X and edge computing with powerful security
properties to enhance overall performance of future V2X networks. Blockchain comes as a suitable
candidate to resolve such challenges by securing transactions and verifying the user connections.
Blockchain systems provide strong data security by storing data in a distributed ledger, where data
are signed and appended immutably to blocks. Blockchain can deliver a wide variety of security
advantages, such as access control provided by smart contracts, data integrity, and an efficient
consensus verification mechanism. Because of the time-varying channels in V2X, unpredictable network
traffic, high-performance protocols and stringent requirements for numerous emerging technologies
(edge computing, blockchain and 5G networks) cannot achieve their goal independently. Therefore,
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all of the above technologies should be combined, and linked with each other in order to fulfill the
essential requirements and functional criteria of the next-generation of vehicular networks.
The 5G-based edge cloud computing provides appropriate services in V2X by collecting, storing,
and managing large amount of heterogeneous data. However, new technologies also introduce
additional security and privacy issues in integrated 5G and edge based V2X. The outsourcing of
huge data to the MEC servers raises serious issues that are linked with the data privacy. Some of
the major issues and challenges include data availability, data integrity, data privacy management,
confidentiality, heterogeneity, effective wireless resource management, resource scaling, transparency,
and immutability. The introduction of blockchain in integrated 5G-based edge computing in vehicular
networks provides some advantages, yet, there are issues that are related to scalability and performance
based on storage, throughput, incentivem, and network resources. Some of the examples of security
flaws in integrated blockchain in 5G-based MEC are time-stamping dependency, mismanaged
exceptions, re-entry attacks on smart contracts, and privacy leakage due to the involvement of malicious
nodes in the network. All of these issues need to be addressed carefully before implementing 5G
networks and edge computing in realistic situations in vehicular networks.
There is research being carried out using blockchain in V2X communication along with 5G-based
edge computing networks [3]. By integrating blockchain in 5G-based edge computing in V2X networks,
Road Side Units (RSUs), or 5G Radio Access Networks (RANs) can be equipped with MEC storage
servers to incorporate MEC and 5G. A fast and effective consensus mechanism is required for efficient
block verification to sustain the permissioned blockchain. The integration of the above technologies
include a range of services, including convergence, localization, traffic information gathering, traffic
data management, communication, and access to the internet services with edge-cloud service layer
support. However, there are some gaps that need to be filled for full convergence. When considering
these gaps, the primary aim of this paper is to serve as a bridge for researchers who want to design
new solutions shifting from conventional VANETs towards integrated V2X networks.
Our systematic literature review on the integration of blockchain into 5G-based edge computing
in V2X shows several significant findings that will open up multiple opportunities for newly evolving
5G V2X scenarios. We suggest the integration of blockchain with 5G-based edge computing in V2X
that provides efficiency and scalability in vehicular networks. The efficiency can be obtained by having
maximum coverage without extra overhead, while scalability can be obtained by maintaining ultra-low
latency under various traffic conditions. The key contributions of this survey can be summarized,
as follows.
•
•

•
•
•

We survey state-of-the-art V2X technology, including its definition; we highlight the V2X evolution,
and provide detailed comparisons of cellular and non-cellular based V2X communication.
We present a review on the adoption of edge-based computing for V2X communications with
particular emphasis on integrating promising technologies, such as MEC and Nonorthogonal
multiple access (NOMA), and their applications in data offloading for 5G vehicular networks.
We investigate the potential of blockchain in V2X networks as a security mechanism. We examine
the requirements of V2X and discuss on how the requirements are fulfilled by the blockchain.
We conducted an in-depth analysis of integrating blockchain with 5G and edge computing in V2X
networks, and provide a detailed comparison of the integration of each technology.
We discuss the open issues and future research directions of integrated V2X networks.

The organization of this paper is as follows. We begin with the introduction in Section 1.
Section 2 presents a detailed overview of the V2X technology and discusses state-of-the-art V2X
communications. In Section 3, we present the evolution of V2X technology that is based on cellular and
non-cellular communications. In Section 4, we provide an in-depth discussion of edge computing for
V2X communications, highlighting the integration of MEC and NOMA. Section 5 presents the potential
issues and challenges faced by V2X networks. Section 6 provides the detail discussion on the integrating
blockchain with 5G and edge computing in V2X networks and includes comparisons. Section 7
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discusses the open issues and outline the future research directions. Finally, Section 8 concludes this
survey paper. The structure of the survey paper is given in Figure 1.
Section 1: Introduction
Section 2: V2X Technology
State-of-art V2X Communication

Types of V2X
Communication

Comparison of stateof-the-art V2X

Cellular V2X

DSRC-based V2X

Section 3: Evolution of V2X Technology
Non-Cellular
Evolution from 802.11p to 802.11bd

Cellular

Evolution from LTE-V2X to 5G NR V2X

Section 4: Edge Computing for V2X communications
Section 5: Issues and Challenges in 5G and Edge-based V2X
Data Integrity
Immutability

Data availability
Transparency

Data Privacy
Traceability

Low-Latency

Resource management

Heterogeneity & Interoperability

Scalability

Section 6: Blockchain Potential in V2X Networks
Blockchain
Overview

BC as V2X Security
Motivation

Challenges

Blockchain Integration in V2X
BC with MEC

BC with CV2X

BC with 5G and MEC

Section 7: Open Issues and Future Research Directions
Performance & Scalability Issues

Security & Privacy Issues

QoS Issue

Future Research Directions

Section 8: Conclusion

Figure 1. Structure of the survey paper.

2. V2X Technology
According to the 3GPP, the term V2X implies to communication between different entities
based on Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V), Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I), Vehicle-to-Network (V2N),
and Vehicle-to-Pedestrian (V2P) communications, etc. for both safety and non-safety applications [4].
V2X allows vehicular nodes to obtain a wide variety of traffic data in real time that greatly enhances
driving security, traffic quality, and infotainment facilities. As the vehicles become more advanced
and autonomous, a large number of sensors, and diverse communication devices and technologies
will be used, which will generate a huge number of data, such as cooperative sensing data,
communications, infotainment, sensing data, etc. The complexity of vehicular applications will
further increase, as the density of the vehicles increase and existing V2X technology cannot meet
the ever-growing requirements in the future. Efficient NR access technology, core network capabilities,
and edge-cloud services are needed to meet V2X requirements. Kudos goes to the proven history,
reliability, and development of cellular technology in telecommunications, cellular technology may
resolve the current issues and requirements of V2X communications in vehicular networks.
The 3GPP released Cellular V2X (C-V2X) specification in Rel.14 and Rel.15. The 3GPP introduced
the 5G NR technology focusing on further enhancement of the cellular V2X networking infrastructure
in Rel.16 [5]. The new 5G NR will be a game changer, because it can supplement or substitute 802.11p
in V2X communication. Based on C-V2X, connectivity in vehicular networks can be obtained in the
following communication modes:
1.

2.

V2I communication mode: in V2I communications, vehicular nodes communicate with the RSUs
within communication range. The RSU can be incorporated in either an eNodeB or a stand-alone
traffic signal post.
V2N communication mode: in V2N mode, vehicular nodes communicate with cellular
infrastructures (e.g., eNB), evolved packet switching, remote servers providing extended
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communication between the vehicles, and cloud-based services through cellular networks.
V2N allows to broadcast and unicast communications between vehicular nodes and V2X
management systems.
V2V communication mode: the vehicular nodes communicate with each other at close proximity
in an ad-hoc domain, without infrastructures, such as RSUs.
V2P communication mode: in V2P mode, vehicles connect with pedestrians or bikers on the road
to prevent accidents.

2.1. Types of V2X Communications
The advancements in vehicular communication include various types of communication
technology. There are currently two underlying technologies that allow V2X communication, namely
IEEE 802.11p and cellular technologies, also known as CV2X. Besides the standard V2X communication,
there are few other enabling technologies that are in the process of standardization, such as Visible
Light Communications (VLC), mm Wave, etc. The IEEE 802.15.7 VLC Task Group has accomplished
MAC and PHY standards for VLC for vehicular networks also known as Vehicular Visible Light
Communication (VVLC). Some of its features are VLC spectrum is unlicensed, works in between
380 nm to 780 nm, providing 1000 times higher bandwidth, and being economically feasible. However,
VVLC has limitations, such as it only works in visible light and it is heavily impacted by poor
weather, rain, fog, obstacles, etc. Hence, it can only be considered as a complementary technology
for cellular V2X or IEEE 802.11p, which can be useful in dense and urban location [6,7]. In the recent
past, millimeter wave (mmWave) were used for the processing of high-bit rates. The gigabit per
second bit rates necessary for the sensor data sharing between the vehicular nodes is not supported in
current networks i.e., 802.11p or LTE. The 5G mmWave communications provide higher data transfer
rates for a specific vehicle using multiple antenna beamforming. It is also possible to create a new
standard or an updated version of the ISO standard [8] with a dedicated spectrum for mmWave V2X
communications that is similar to 802.11p, but it may require supplementary equipment to support
mmWave V2X communication [9].
In general, V2X communications can be direct communication, fully network-assisted communication,
and hybrid communication, as shown in Figure 2. In direct communication, vehicles connect with
neighboring vehicles on a peer-to-peer basis. Communication must be carried out via the RSU or Base
Station (BS) in fully network-assisted communications. In hybrid communications, vehicles communicate
with each other through a combination of direct communication and network-assisted communication by
utilizing 802.11p and cellular networks components, such as RSUs and BSs.

(a) Direct (802.11p/PC5)

(b) Full network assisted

(c) Hybrid (5G+PC5/802.11p)

Figure 2. Different types of Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-Infrastructure (V2I) scenarios.
(a) Direct (802.11p/PC5) (b) Full network assisted and (c) Hybrid (5G+PC5/802.11p).

2.2. State-Of-The-Art V2X Communications
This section presents state-of-the-art and future technologies in V2X communications. We begin
with state-of-the-art V2X technologies.
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2.2.1. DSRC-Based V2X
The 5.9 GHz DSRC-based V2X provides cooperative awareness applications such as vehicle
warning, emergency brake lighting and vehicle platooning. However, such applications are only
appropriate for low vehicle-density environments. In fact, hundreds of thousands of vehicles drive
on the road and V2X applications need an extremely high capacity, high bandwidth, and very
low latency in a densely populated environment. In the case of critical and emergency warning
notifications, latency plays a very important role in the security of traffic to prevent collisions. Some of
the features and requirements of future V2X are high bandwidth, low delay, high scalability, availability,
reliability, and high data speeds. DSRC has limitations to satisfy all of the specifications of future
V2X requirements due to weakness in the physical layer (i.e., radio technology) and the absence of
collision and interference management. As a result, the realization of V2X in vehicles has been delayed.
Moreover, intelligent vehicle connectivity requirements and applications are growing exponentially,
while DSRC cannot get closer to the ever-increasing needs of such applications. The infrastructure
of DSRC needs RSUs that take a massive amount of time and money for global implementation.
DSRC is an asynchronous system that is based on the CSMA/CA protocol, so there are many physical
layer inadequacies that result in reduced performance. DSRC based on the CSMA system is more
vulnerable to interference, as there is no channel access as long as activity is sensed on the channel.
In addition, CSMA issues are more pronounced at higher network loads and are not suitable for critical
communication scenarios [10]. On the other side, a different approach based on cellular networks is
investigated for V2X connectivity as a candidate technology.
2.2.2. Cellular V2X
The Cellular Vehicle to Everything (C-V2X) was developed by the 3GPP based on V2X RAT in
Rel.14 that gives highest priority for modifications of radio access suitable for V2X. LTE for vehicles
(LTE-V) was introduced in vehicle networks as an alternative technology for intelligent transport,
in addition to DSRC. Telecom companies and the automotive industry approved LTE-V for vehicle
connectivity based on LTE. The LTE-V promised low costs, rapid development, and installation by
leveraging existing cell towers to make the public transport network more efficient and accessible.
Soon, the telecom companies and the automotive industry approved LTE-V for vehicle connectivity
based on LTE-A. There is some research on using unlicensed bands in 5G networks via LTE and WLAN
aggregation in order to alleviate spectrum scarcity [11,12]. Several vehicles use an on-board system to
connect to the cellular network for telematics, GPS systems, infotainment, fleet management, etc.
For commercial applications, such as voice or data access, C-V2X can use V2N mode based
on existing licensed cellular networks. The cellular network provides access to the cloud through
commercial licensed spectrum using a network slicing architecture for the vertical industry. C-V2X
describes transmission modes that allow for direct V2X connections over the PC5 interface through
the sidelink channel. The PC5 refers to the point of contact where the vehicular nodes connect with
other nodes directly over the same channel, where it does not require connection with the base station.
Based on Rel.14 [13] and Rel.15 specification, the 3GPP announced C-V2X technology. The Rel.14
included two additional transmission sidelink modes to enable V2X communications with low latency.
The two transmission modes are mode 3 and mode 4, as shown in Figure 3 [14]. The C-V2X can
perform in both within-coverage and outside-of-coverage environments, i.e., C-V2X can work with
both the conventional LTE air interface and the sidelink air interface [15].
1.

V2X based on LTE-Uu Air Interface: LTE-Uu is the standard air interface for connecting User
Equipment (UE) and an eNodeB. Each UE that supports the LTE-Uu protocol relays its signal
on uplink to the eNB, and the eNB transmits the signal to the destination UE on downlink.
The eNB will use semi-persistent scheduling to lower the scheduling overhead that is involved
with V2X uplink transmission. In semi-persistent scheduling, the eNB allocates resources to a user
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over several subsequent transmissions, as most of the traffic is periodic and has similar packet
sizes [16].
V2X based on PC5 Air Interface: according to the the 5G Automotive Association (5GAA),
the device-to-device communication mode (i.e., PC-5) must be enabled in C-V2X for direct safety
message communication assuring privacy. This mode also works well in the ITS 5.9 GHz band
without a paid subscription, and provides privacy. In addition, for commercial applications,
such as voice or data access, C-V2X can use V2N mode based on existing licensed cellular
networks. The PC5 air interface allows for direct UE communications without requiring each
packet to proceed through the eNodeB. The user nodes can exploit the PC5 interface when eNodeB
is either present or absent.
•

•

C-V2X sidelink mode 3: in C-V2X side-link mode 3, the scheduled mode functions only in the
presence of a base station or an eNB. The allocation of resources is carried out in a centralized
manner by the cellular network. Some of the mode 3 mechanisms are semi-persistent
scheduling, UE reports based scheduling, and cross carrier scheduling. However, this mode
has an issue in high mobility highway scenarios, where the vehicles should be connected
with the eNB.
C-V2X sidelink mode 4: C-V2X side-link mode 4 functions independently in the absence of
eNB support for directly interacting using the PC5 side-link radio interface using a 5.9 GHz
frequency band similar to the DSRC. It is also known as autonomous mode. It can interact
with other nearby vehicles in a decentralized manner without depending on central cellular
network connections. The Mode 4 in C-V2X showed better performance compared to the
IEEE 802.11p protocol in several situations during an initial comparison [17]. Moreover,
it provides high security for different operating modes.

Figure 3. Transmission modes 3 and 4 of Cellular V2X (C-V2X) communications.

2.3. Comparison of State-Of-The-Art V2X Technologies
Table 1 shows a detailed comparison between state-of-the-art C-V2X and DSRC in terms of various
components, functions, and mechanisms [18,19]. According to the 5GAA [20], C-V2X can be used for
basic safety applications across the world, based on device-to-device connectivity operating on the
5.9 GHz bandwidth, which is a primary typical spectrum. This is one of C-V2X’s major advantages over
DSRC when it comes to direct communication for interoperable service. Table 1 shows the advantages
of C-V2X over IEEE 802.11p (or DSRC) [18].
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Table 1. Detailed Comparison of DSRC based and Cellular based V2X communications.
Components

DSRC V2X

Cellular V2X

Specification
Completion

Completed

Rel.14/15 completed &
Rel.16 in progress (as of 2019)

Technology

Wi-Fi

LTE/ 4G

Modulation

OFDM

SC-FDM

Retransmission

No HARQ

HARQ

Connectivity

Hybrid mode, i.e., connects with
cellular network for non-safety services

Hybrid model, i.e., connects with peer
vehicles based on PC5 mode

Network communication

Limited (Via APs only)

Full support

Resource selection

CSMA-CA

Semi persistent Tx with comparative
energy-based selection

Line coding

Convolution code

Turbo code

Deployment

Started in 2017.
Commercialized in 2019

Mass market distribution in
China by the end of 2020

Future guideline

Backward compatible and
interoperable upgrade to 802.11bd

C-V2X Rel.16 based on 5G NR and
operates
on different channel

Latency

Low latency for V2V
communications

Round trip latency less than 1ms,
minor delay due to centralized
communication

Range

Good for short radio range

Good for extended
communication

High mobility support

Upto relative speed of 500 km/h
with advanced receiver support

Up to 500km/hr as a
minimum requirement

High density support

Packet loss at high density

No packet loss guaranteed
at high density

Security and Privacy
on V2V/ V2I/V2P

Yes (based on IEEE WAVE &
ETSI ITS security services)

Yes (based on IEEE WAVE & ETSI
ITS security services)

Security and Privacy
on V2N

N/A

Yes

Evolution path

Towards 802.11bd

Compatible with Rel -14/15

3. Evolution of V2X Technologies
The state-of-the-art vehicular networking technology, such as IEEE 802.11p and C-V2X, cannot
fulfill the demands for next-generation autonomous vehicles that require ultra-reliable communication
for critical and safety applications. Thus, the next-generation of intelligent and autonomous vehicles
requires enhanced vehicular services that can handle ultra-reliable situations.
The DSRC has been introduced more than a decade ago, which relies on the IEEE 802.11p
protocol. The DSRC is suitable for most vehicle-safety applications, vehicle traffic management,
and other value-added services, such as parking and vehicle analytics. The global adoption of DSRC
has been delayed due to the communication challenges that were introduced by dynamic mobility and
poor scalability. Meanwhile, the 3GPP studied the C-V2X based on LTE that provides performance
advantages by leveraging the infrastructures within the eNB coverage for effective resource allocation,
higher link budget, less interference, and improved Non-Line of Sight (NLoS) capabilities to overcome
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the DSRC limitation [21]. The C-V2X sidelink mode 4 performs better than DSRC with regard to higher
link budgets as well as frequency re-use over a specified geo-location. However, this mode performs
poorly due to the increased interference between user nodes, while reducing the reuse distance when
traffic density increases. The DSRC and C-V2X are capable of providing the vehicle safety applications
within the message requirements of 1 Hz to 10Hz periodicity and end-to-end latency of 50–100 ms.
However, as vehicles become more advanced and, as they evolve towards intelligent and autonomous
vehicles, the QoS requirements of V2X become more stringent. Thus, the existing V2X technologies
may not satisfy the performance requirement of future V2X communications.
The existing V2X technologies need to evolve in order to enhance the reliability in advanced
V2X use-cases for intelligent and autonomous vehicles. They should satisfy ultra-low latency, safety,
and security enhancements beyond what the existing V2X applications have achieved based on basic
safety applications [22]. The V2X must have a higher reliability for message exchange between the
vehicles. The reliability can be maintained by using consistent communication links to reduce risks,
such as vehicular crashes. Some of the advanced V2X applications are vehicle platooning, advanced
driving, extended sensors, and remote driving. These applications not only improve road safety,
but they also improve traffic control and serve the infotainment needs of passengers. Table 2 shows
advanced use cases and their QoS requirements based on the reliability of transmitted messages,
variable packet sizes, delay requirements, and transmission range.
Table 2. Advanced use cases and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of Vehicle to Everything (V2X)
applications [22].
Use
Case

Communication
Mode

Pyaload
(Bytes)

Max. Delay
(msec)

Datarate
(Mbps)

Minimum
Range (m)

Reliability

Advanced
driving

V2V, V2I

300–12,000

3∼100 ms

10–50

360–500

90–99.999

Remote
driving

V2N

-

5 ms

UL:25/DL:1

-

99.999

Vehicle
platooning

V2V, V2I

50–6000

10∼500 ms

50–65

80–350

90–99.99

Extended
sensors

V2V, V2I, V2P

1600

3∼100 ms

10–1000

50–1000

90–99.999

On the other hand, several complex control systems are addressed more commonly, such as
safety-critical systems or Cooperative Adaptive-Cruise Control (CACC), which need to be examined
independently. Such systems require stringent specifications in the communication network for
transmission latency and reliability. Reliable communication is especially challenging for vehicle
applications because of the constantly evolving nature of the wireless channel, which results in
a constantly outdated channel estimation. Moreover, Inter-Channel Interference (ICI) becomes
a bottleneck because of the high Doppler change in V2X scenarios.
3.1. Evolution of Non-Cellular V2X from 802.11p to 802.11bd
The IEEE 802.11p standard was launched in 2010 based on the IEEE 802.11a wireless local area
network (WLAN) standard. DSRC performance is adequate for most vehicle safety applications
requiring end-to-end latency around 100 ms as long as the vehicle density is low [23]. However, DSRC
scalability and performance degrades if the vehicle density increases, which is due to two main factors,
i.e., packet collisions from simultaneous transmissions and the hidden node problem.
To overcome these issues, IEEE 802.11 and the 3GPP are focusing on next-generation V2X systems;
and, have created a task force called IEEE 802.11 next-generation V2X (NGV). A new and updated
IEEE 802.11bd was introduced for V2X communications. IEEE 802.11bd will be an advanced form
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of existing 802.11p by leveraging the MAC and PHY options of 802.11n/ac/ax [24,25]. It overcomes
the issues related to 802.11p in terms of MAC throughput, interoperability, Doppler shift, etc. Table 3
summarizes the advancements in 802.11bd over 802.11p based on features and mechanisms.
Moreover, the 802.11bd should be able to meet the following requirements:
•
•

•
•

Coexistence: the 802.11bd standard must coexist with 802.11p. The 802.11bd should detect the
802.11p data transmissions and comply with channel access and vice-versa.
Interoperability: the 802.11bd and 802.11p standards must be interoperable i.e., devices, information
systems or applications should be interoperable in such a way that 802.11p devices can detect and
decode at least one of the transmission modes from 802.11bd devices and vice-versa.
Fairness: the 802.11bd and 802.11p standards must have fair communication and access
capabilities in co-channel configurations.
Backward compatibility: the 802.11bd must be backward compatible in such a way that at least
one mode of 802.11bd must be interoperable with 802.11p.
Table 3. Feature comparison between 802.11bd and 802.11p.

Features/ Mechanisms

802.11bd

802.11p

Frequency band
Sub-carrier spacing
Channel coding
Re-transmission
Cyclic Prefix (CP)
Spatial streams
Relative vehicle speed
Doppler shift counter measures

5.9 GHz/60 GHz
312.5 KHz/156.25 KHz/78.125 KHz
LDPC
Congestion dependent
1.6 us and 3.2 us
Multiple
500 km/hr
High density midambles

5.9 GHz
156.25 KHz
BCC
None
1.6 us
One
252 km/h
None

Some of the key mechanisms of 802.11bd are as follows:
1.

2.

Midambles: the 802.11p PHY layer was extracted directly from 802.11a, decreasing the spacing
of the sub-carrier from 312.5 KHz by a factor of two. In 802.11p, the 156.25 KHz subcarrier
spacing generated a trade-off between multipath fading and relative Doppler spread for average
vehicle speeds [26]. To overcome this issue, the 802.11bd suggests the use of midambles, similar in
structure and function to the preamble except for their position within the frame. The preamble,
which is at the start of the frame, is used for the initial estimation of channels. In 802.11bd,
the midambles can be inserted with appropriate frequency between OFDM data symbols.
Re-transmissions: one of the approaches to enhance reliability is to allow one or more packet
re-transmissions in both 802.11p and 802.11bd, as shown in Figure 4. For 802.11p applications,
the initial transmission and its re-transmissions act as separate packets, and the packets are
transmitted successfully as long as one packet is received successfully. Original transmissions and
re-transmissions can be either transmitted within the same channel access or by using different
contention procedures [27]. In 802.11bd, the Task Group bd (TGbd) introduced an adaptive
re-transmission system, where frame re-transmission decisions are based on the level of congestion
and the number of re-transmissions [28].

Figure 4. Frame format used for re-transmission in 802.11bd. [27]

3.

Alternate OFDM Numerologies: the OFDM performance is based on the ratio of usable
symbol length to overall symbol length. The OFDM efficiency increases as subcarrier spacing
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decreases since the duration of the cyclic prefix becomes invariant to the duration of the symbol.
To improve OFDM performance, the 802.11 TGbd participants are investigating the use of narrow
OFDM numerologies (i.e., subcarrier spacing) to maximize the number of subcarriers while
also maintaining a 10 MHz channel [29]. Nevertheless, the specification of alternative OFDM
numerologies should take into account the maximum relative velocities.
Dual Carrier Modulation (DCM): the DCM is a method used in 802.11ax that includes transmitting
the same symbol twice over sufficiently distant sub-carriers to achieve frequency diversity [28].
Because each transmission of symbols is repeated over two different sub-carriers, the order of
modulation must be doubled to maintain the throughput. The DCM can help boost the efficiency
of block-error-rate (BLER) given the rise in modulation order.
mmWave Frequencies: the millimeter waves (mmWaves) are usually classified as electromagnetic
(radio) waves that lie within the 30–300 GHz frequency spectrum and that can communicate
over short distances, but with very high throughput even at lower order MCS (such as video
streaming, HD three-dimensional (3D) maps downloading, etc.). The principle for designing
mmWave 802.11bd can be legacy 802.11 standards, such as 802.11ad, or its 802.11ay enhancement
that already operates within the mmWave bands.
Other PHY & MAC mechanisms: other characteristics of the PHY layer being considered for
use in 802.11bd include the use of Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes and multiple
transmit/receive antennas to improve the reliability through multiple antennas or increase
throughput by spatial multiplexing [24,29]. The 802.11bd standard will leverage the contention
parameters of 802.11p with multiple Enhanced Distributed Channel Access types to ensure
equitable and fair channel access options for 802.11bd and 802.11p users at the MAC layer.

3.2. Evolution of Cellular V2X
The incorporation of a mobile network provider for V2N will facilitate the use of frequencies
beyond ITS, with high service quality in low bands, and millimeter wave in 5G. It also provides low
latency wide area network support for assisted driving. The introduction of NR V2X is not to replace
the C-V2X technology that has already been standardized and it serves as a roadmap to commercial
deployments. Its aim is to provide support and ensure all V2X applications in C-V2X efficiently.
C-V2X and NR V2X are expected to coexist in the same geographic region where new vehicles will
have both C-V2X and NR V2X functionality. For this, NR V2X must be able to support not only
advanced V2X applications, but also basic safety applications provided by current C-V2X. The NR
V2X is designed to support V2X applications that involve different levels and requirements of latency,
reliability, and throughput. Table 4 gives the summary of advancements in 5G NR over LTE. Although
some of these use cases require periodic traffic transmission, a substantial number of NR V2X use
cases are based on efficient aperiodic transmission of messages [15]. Some of the key features and
mechanisms of NR V2X are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

NR V2X Sidelink Modes: NR V2X defines two side link modes similar to C-V2X. The NR
V2X sidelink mode 1 specifies mechanisms, which allows direct vehicle interactions within
the coverage of gNodeB. On the other hand, NR V2X side link mode 2 facilitates direct vehicular
communications in the out-of-coverage situation.
Unicast, Groupcast and Broadcast: in Rel.16, NR V2X supports sidelink unicast, groupcast,
and broadcast depending upon the scenarios, such as in-coverage, out of coverage, and partial
coverage scenarios. For illustration, a transmitting vehicular node that has a single receiver
associated with it can transmit in unicast transmission. A vehicle platoon leader can communicate
with other platoon member nodes based on groupcast transmission.
NR Numerologies: a main feature included in 3GPP Rel.15 is the provision of adjustable
numerologies. In comparison to a single spacing of the sub-carrier used in LTE, NR embraces
various spacings in the sub-carrier, which are multiples of the LTE sub-carrier spacing.
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The numerology for NR is configured to work with both sub-6 GHz bands and mmWave
bands. This is developed by means of multiple numerologies that are formed by the scaling
of a fundamental subcarrier spacing (SCS). A scalable OFDM numerology is an improvement
introduced in NR, allowing for choice between different subcarrier spacing from 15 KHz up
to 480 KHz. The slot length in accordance with these numerologies often varies from 1 ms to
0.031 ms.
Slot, Mini-slot, and Multi-slot Scheduling: in LTE, the transmission time is closely coupled to the
sub frame duration, i.e., all UEs typically communicate for a duration of 1 subframe (1 msec).
Besides this, if the user has only a limited amount of data to transmit, which can be accommodated
in less than 14 OFDM symbols. It is inefficient to reserve the entire slot for its transmission. In NR
V2X, a mini-slot solution is furnished to transfer data using only two, four, or seven OFDM
symbols without any slot limits. In addition, slot aggregation (i.e., adding two or more slots to
create a multi-slot) would be provided in NR V2X to account for use-cases that need the sharing
of large packets.
Channel Coding: as channel coding has a major effect on the reliability, performance and
throughput of wireless systems, more effective and consistent coding methods are implemented.
The LTE turbo codes are substituted by LDPC coding for data channel and LTE convolution codes
are substituted by Cyclical Redundancy Check (CRC) assisted polar codes for the control channel
in NR V2X.
PHY layer Improvements: NR V2X will provide several other PHY layer improvements, most of
which are derived from 5G NR. These involve the use of LDPC coding, higher order MCS like
64-QAM, and a dynamic number of Demodulation Reference Signal (DMRS) symbols per slot.
New sub-modes of NR Sidelink Mode 2: unlike C-V2X sidelink mode 4, where there are no
sub-modes, the 3GPP started evaluating four new sub-modes of NR V2X sidelink mode 2,
i.e., from mode 2 (a) to mode 2(d) [30]. C-V2X sidelink mode 4, resource reservation algorithm
leverages the periodicity and fixed-size data of basic safety messages. In general, this presumption
is no longer valid for use in NR V2X, so the resource selection process should be re-engineered.
Table 4. Summary of advancement in 5G NR over 4G LTE.
Features

LTE

5G NR

Frequency band

Up to 6 GHz

Up to 5.9 GHz;
mmWave (upto 52 GHz)

PHY layer

SC-FDMA

SC-FDMA, OFDM

Carrier aggregation

Up to 32

Up to 16

Digital beamforming

Up to 8 layers

Up to 12 layers

Channel coding

Data: Turbo coding
Control: Convolution coding

Data: LDPC coding
Control: Polar coding

MCS

QPSK, 16-QAM

QPSK, 16-QAM, 64- QAM

Control & data multiplexing

FDM

TDM

Scheduling interval

One sub-frame

Slot, mini-slot or multi-slot

Side link modes

Modes 3 and 4

Modes 1 and 2

Spectrum occupancy

Up to 90% of channel BW

Up to 98% of channel BW

3.2.1. Evolution from Lte-V2X to 5G NR V2X
In 2016, the 3GPP achieved the first cellular V2X standard called LTE-V2X with Rel.14 [31]. Since then,
every subsequent release has been further improved. Similar to the evolution of 3G and 4G; the 5G
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NR evolution is part of the ongoing mobile network development process to satisfy the demands of 5G
technologies as shown in Figure 5. The central goal of 5G NR evolution is to improve mobile broadband
so it is equivalent to a wired infrastructure in terms of low cost, high bandwidth, high performance,
and extremely low latency, which can offer faster, highly efficient, and time-critical services.
In 2016, an alliance known as 5G Automotive Association (5GAA) was established by the global
industries from automobile, telecom, and IT industries. It is a cross-industry, multinational alliance,
which describes the C-V2X platform and its evolution to 5G. The 5GAA goal is to demonstrate
the long-term promise of C-V2X capability and provide superior performance and ever-increasing
capabilities based on 3GPP cellular technology. Moreover, 5GAA promotes 5G connectivity solutions
that help to increase global market penetration, availability, and that facilitate C-V2X standardization.
In March 2017, the 3GPP worked on specialization of C-V2X in Rel.14. Before Rel.15, the 3GPP
worked on developing the functionality of LTE in PC5 direct communication and LTE-Uu interfaces.
In 2018, 3GPP continued working on the initial standardization process of New Radio for 5G network,
as a first step in Rel.15. In June 2018, the 3GPP published the first full 5G NR specification in
Rel.15. In 2019, the 3GPP continued to improve C-V2X and expanded standardization research
as well as early testing and implementation of 5G NR in Rel.16. Similarly, in Rel.16, 5G NR C-V2X
(or 5NX for short), which is based on Rel.14 C-V2X, will support several communication mechanisms
such as unicast, broadcast and geocast. The geocast provides a feedback mechanism for higher
reliability. If the signal cannot be interpreted by the system, then NACKs are sent over the same
radio resources. When compared to the previous Rel.14 i.e., C-V2X, 5NX provides additional features,
such as coordinated driving or platooning based on PC5 communications and enhanced situational
awareness for safer driving.
In 2019, the standardization of new 5NX radio technology in Rel.16, provided adequate
requirements and new possibilities for current and future autonomous driving industries, while, at the
same time, retaining backward compatibility. Some recent C-V2X communication capabilities include
wide-band transmission for precise vehicle coverage and positioning, revolutionary architectures for
ultra-low latency slot structure, scalable OFDM technology, massive MIMO support, etc. The 5NX
offers a unifying communication platform for future autonomous vehicles, such as massive IoT, mission
critical services, and improved broadband wireless access.
According to the 5GAA, Rel.16 was expected to be finalized in March 2020, with the physical layer
specifications previously completed in December of 2019 and the 5NX is expected to be commercialized
by 2023. The Rel.17 will be among the primary operations of the 3GPP between 2020 and 2021,
with a deadline for conclusion in July 2021 [32].

Figure 5. Evolution of C-V2X towards 5G NR V2X [32].
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3.2.2. Comparison between Cellular and Non-Cellular V2X Technologies
In a V2V scenario, one of the key challenges to realize ultra-reliable connectivity is the high
Doppler shift. The authors in [33] showed that a high Doppler shift causes a high packet error rate,
even at a high SNR in case of 802.11bd due to the outdated use of channel estimations combined with
deep fades. The results showed that NR V2X can better handle the Doppler shifts, and as a result, it can
outperform IEEE 802.11bd based on reliability [33]. The authors tried to enhance 802.11bd efficiency
by introducing midambles under high Doppler changes. Moreover, the authors showed that the
DCM and range extension mode further improves 802.11bd reliability. While the features in 802.11bd,
such as midambles, the extended range preamble, and DCM showed increased reliability; it cannot
outperform NR-V2X. The factors behind this are better channel estimations due to high density in the
DMRS, lower code rates and SC-FDMA in NR V2X.
The salient features described above make NR V2X more reliable, efficient and flexible compared
to other technologies. A comparative summary, including all the common features of 802.11p, 802.11bd,
LTE V2X, and NR V2X are given in Table 5 [34,35].
Table 5. An overall comparison of 802.11p, 802.11bd, LTE V2X, and NR V2X based on common features.
Features

802.11p

802.11bd

LTE V2X

NR V2X

Base technology

802.11a/n

IEEE802.11n/ac

4G/LTE

5GNR

Radio bands

5.9 GHz

5.9 GHz, 60 GHz

5.9 GHz

5.9 GHz∼52.6 GHz
including mmWave

Channel coding

BCC

LDPC

Data:Turbo coding
Control:Convolution
coding

Data:LDPC Control:
Polar coding

Subcarrier spacing

156.25 KHz

312.5 KHz,
156.25 KHz,
78.15 KHz

15 KHz

Sub-6 GHz:15,30,
60 KHz mmWave:60,
120 KHz

Retransmission

None

Congestion dependent

Blind

HARQ-based

Modes

Broadcast

Broadcast, groupcast

Broadcast

Broadcast,
groupcast,
unicast

PHY layer

N/A

OFDM

SC-FDMA

SC-FDMA, OFDM

Interoperability

N/A

Yes

N/A

Non co-channel

mmWave support

N/A

Yes

N/A

Yes

4. Edge Computing for V2X Communications
The current cloud computing systems encounter several issues related to security, communication
latency and poor performance because of central server architecture. The edge computing helps to
solve these issues by installing distributing Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) servers [36]. The edge
computing device is a system that offers a point of access to the core network of the enterprise or service
provider. Example devices include routers, network switches, integrated access equipment, etc. MEC is
a promising alternative that can shift computing capacities from clouds to edge devices assisting the
future vehicular networks. MEC addresses the delay-sensitive network scenarios, providing mobile
services at network edges by hosting computer-intensive applications, pre-processing data generated
prior to delivery to the cloud, and providing context-aware applications with RAN information [37].
The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) published a white paper based on
MEC use cases for V2X [36] that analyzed and discussed the features and recommendations of MEC
that support V2X applications. It evaluates and identifies the limitation of MEC in supporting V2X
applications, and work towards closing the gaps that were found in MEC for V2X applications by
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changing existing MEC services or interfaces. ETSI is working on a specification for V2X interoperability
in a multi-vendor, multi-network, and multi-access environment. The specifications focus on V2X
MEC services that define necessary information for V2X operations, data flows and data formats. Some
of the recommendations for V2X MEC features and services are as follows [36]:
•
•
•
•
•

MEC should provide interoperability by allowing exchange of V2X information among vehicles
connected through various access technologies or mobile operators or networks.
MEC should provide service continuity, and access-network coverage across the country and
between multi-operators.
MEC should provide interoperability in a multi-operator environment that enables MEC
applications to communicate securely in various systems even in the absence of cellular network.
MEC should provide secure multi-operator communication between MEC applications with
V2X-related core network control functions.
MEC should provide feedback information from the network to the vehicles in order to guarantee
the reliability of the communication channel in supporting V2X functionality.

Globally, sales from connected vehicles are expected to rise five-fold i.e., more than US $ 24 billion
by the end of 2025, according to new analysis by Counterpoint’s Smart Automotive Service [38].
Each connected vehicle produces about 30 TB of data within a day that requires very high bandwidth.
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) [39] is the amalgamation of mobile computing and cloud computing
in order to overcome the drawbacks of mobile devices. MCC is a powerful computing technology
for offloading network traffic and managing network resources. It works in a centralized manner,
where the high computation mobile applications are offloaded in the central cloud computing. It is not
efficient and not scalable to handle huge amount of vehicular network data. Some of the drawbacks
of MCC are as follows. (a) It works in a centralized manner that impose significant costs in terms
of energy, bandwidth and time while transmitting data from the vehicles to the clouds or vice versa.
(b) It is difficult to manage and update the mobility and location distribution information in real
time. (c) MCC servers cannot extract the real time information from the vehicles due to multiple
hops from vehicles to RSU to the cloud. As a result, it degrades the user QoS. In 5G-enabled vehicle
communications one of the key criteria is low latency. MEC can become a key infrastructure in 5G
networks by bringing certain core functionalities close to the edge devices [40]. A detailed comparison
between MCC and MEC is given in Table 6.
The authors in [41] integrated the two promising technologies of MEC and Nonorthogonal Multiple
Access (NOMA) technologies in 5G V2X to provide extensive connectivity and to support safety-critical
and traffic-efficient applications to deal with things, such as road accidents. The integration of MEC
and NOMA provides energy-efficient edge computing that copes with the increasing requirements of
ubiquitous connectivity. It minimizes the latency between the edge nodes and the MEC. The existing
vehicle networks comprise of heterogeneous physical infrastructure and support different network
connectivity components with distinct memory and storage capacities, such as access points, end
nodes, and edge routers. The MEC enabled vehicular networks consist of a macro cell equipped with
computing server to carry out resource-intensive tasks. The RSU and Wi-Fi AP can also be connected to
the macro cell. However, the existing cellular system is based primarily on orthogonal multiple access
leading to low speed vehicle connection due to the restricted bandwidth [42]. In 5G, NOMA is proposed
in order to give large connectivity and minimize access collisions in bandwidth-limited networks like
cellular and vehicular networks to allow non-orthogonal channel access through multiplexing either by
power domain or code domain. The macrocell transmits signals to several vehicular users and divides
the bandwidth into multiple sub-channels in NOMA-based communications between vehicular nodes
and macro cell. The vehicular nodes can utilize multiple sub-channels to send the data at a higher data
rate. It helps different users to share frequency resources in a non-orthogonal fashion, with the key
benefits of increasing bandwidth, connectivity, and energy-efficiency. In 5G, the macrocell behaves as
(1) a global router, (2) MEC server, and (3) Software Defined Network (SDN)-based local controller [43].
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The authors in [41] aimed to optimize the achievable transfer efficiency by seamlessly combining both
cellular and RSU connectivity to offload network traffic by leveraging NOMA and MEC technologies in
vehicular communications. The offloading decision is based on a utility function calculation associated
with server rewards for message size, offloading costs and message delay. The detailed heuristic system
built on NOMA-based offloading system enabled by MEC for vehicular networks can be found in [41].
Table 6. A detail comparison between Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) and Multi-access Edge
Computing (MEC) [41].
Items

MEC

MCC

Architecture
Operators
Target user
Hierarchy
Data storage
Server nodes
Bandwidth demands
Location awareness
Communication overhead
Information access
Delay allowance
Connectivity
Service provider
Environment

Distributed
Mobile operators
Mobile devices
Three-tier
Short duration
Large in number
Based on data sent to clouds
Yes
Medium
Localized information
Lesser than 10ms
Intermittent
Cisco IOx
Can exist indoors or outdoors

Centralized
Cloud providers
Internet users
Two-tier
Long duration
small in number
Based on data generated by users
No
High
Globalized information
Few seconds or greater
uninterrupted
Amazon, IBM, Microsoft
Exists indoor/consumes large space

5. Issues and Challenges in 5G and Edge-Based V2X
It is clear that the introduction of 5G technology and edge computing in vehicular networks
support massive data exchanges between vehicles and the edge-clouds based on V2X communications.
On one hand, 5G is one of the most important and emerging infrastructures, but it also needs to
be the most safe and secure. On the other hand, decentralized MEC effectively provides various
advantages, including omnipresent edge computing services, increased scalability, and decreased
network complexity operations in order to deal with the proliferation of V2X applications, accelerated
demand, and development of 5G services. For 5G-based MEC networks, the primary concern is to
prevent system disruption that is caused by an edge node attacks on MEC servers. Hereafter, we discuss
the issues and challenges faced by 5G-based MEC in vehicular networks.
5.1. Data Integrity
In vehicular networks, data integrity is a critical issue and inconsiderate verification generates
biased data integrity outcomes. In the cloud or at the edge, 5G data storage and analysis creates
concerns regarding data integrity. The data outsourced and stored on the edge server gives rise
to concerns related to data breaches, data modifications, deletion, or misuse without the user’s
knowledge. A careful and periodical data verification is required to protect the data integrity from
malicious vehicles.
5.2. Data Availability
In 5G-based edge computing, the data may be stored, copied, and/or cached at various sites
on the network. As the number of vehicles connected to MEC servers increases, in-network caching,
as well as data replication is important for data availability. The large number of connected vehicles
hinder real-time data availability of critical information. Moreover, a seamless data availability service
is not assured when multiple vehicles request the same information concurrently or if the edge servers
are interrupted by cyber-attacks.
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5.3. Data Privacy Management
Privacy is of critical importance for the protection of private and sensitive information about the
vehicles in 5G V2X based on MEC. The vehicle users sometimes put their trust in MEC data centers
trying to manage applications without knowing how information flows and who is actually using
their information [44]. If the 5G-based MEC servers are under attack, a huge volume of heterogeneous
information may be leaked and vehicle users’ privacy may be breached. Some of the privacy problems
have been resolved in existing vehicular networks, like the use of a group signature for secure vehicle
communications. However, these schemes have to be well exploited before implementing them in
5G-based MEC networks.
5.4. Immutability
In vehicle networks, the distributed storing of 5G data on edge servers, and the processing
of information between edge and vehicle users are susceptible to data modification and attacks by
adversaries. The attackers can access personal information such as vehicle user information, or location
information through unauthorized access and can modify the information. Such attacks can lead to
data modifications and mutability of sensitive information. Thus, strong immutability features are
required in 5G-based edge computing through technologies such as blockchain.
5.5. Transparency Requirements
In 5G-based edge computing, edge-cloud resource providers have total control of outsourced
network information, such as vehicle information, while vehicle users are unaware of it and are
unable to monitor the information until it is offloaded to the edge-cloud network. This causes a critical
challenge for vehicle users in performing data flow or utilization verification and monitoring, especially
in the 5G contexts where transparency between vehicular users are strongly required to guarantee
openness and fairness.
5.6. Traceability
The data traceability is one aspect that can be considered for integrated 5G and edge computing.
The vehicle mobility and driving path information could become vulnerable to identity leaks. The data
tracking for vehicles in vehicular networks should be secure and only a legitimate entity should be
able to trace the data, thus maintaining privacy of the users. The existing data traceability is not
sufficiently strong and, thus, the shared data resources can be compromised by the malicious entity,
or can be used unlawfully. The attackers may act as a legal entity and could eavesdrop and intercept
the exchanged messages. They can trace the messages, and then modify, misrepresent, and monitor
the traffic behavior [45].
5.7. Heterogeneity and Interoperability
The 5G-based MEC network is highly heterogeneous in design, i.e., operating systems,
architectures, radio-based device interfaces, and services. Interoperability issues in edge computing
emerge when different edge-cloud service providers interchange data and applications with one
another [46]. The issue is not trivial due to the use of different wireless communication modes,
different virtualization implementations, or incompatible APIs [47]. There must be a seamless service
to retrieve vehicle data from source MEC servers for the target vehicles.
5.8. Low-Latency
The network providers need to offer low-latency network slicing services for enterprise or vehicle
users in order to satisfy the MEC application specifications for very low latency, high security, and high
reliability. The MEC sliced network consists of 5G base stations (gNBs), a vehicle network (between
gNBs and MEC) and User Plane Function (UPF). The network service flows from all of the networking
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devices and the vehicular network to reach MEC. The fewer networking devices the packet goes
through, the faster the slicing, and the shorter the transmission delay.
5.9. Wireless Resource Management
When incorporating new technologies, such as MEC into 5G V2X, resource allocation strategies
tend to be systematic. For instance, to facilitate high-speed transmission of data, two neighbor vehicles
may use D2D communication mode to communicate directly with each other. It increases spectral
reuse, obtain hop gains and enhance network efficiency. However, D2D connectivity, typically leads to
interference in C-V2X induced by the re-use of the bandwidth of the cellular user. Several methods for
maximizing the spectrum use have been developed in various settings in order to solve this issue [48].
In the 5G-based MEC, edge computing with fast processing and low latency plays a major role in
enhancing the efficiency of vehicle services. The distribution of resources for edge computing is of
great significance for increasing QoS and system robustness.
5.10. Resource Scaling
Resource scaling is one of the main functionalities of cloud or MEC computing. It denotes the process
of edge/cloud resources being dynamically allocated, such as CPU and memory. This function plays
a crucial role, as it leverages the necessary dynamics and elasticity of the network. While considering
the 5G Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), such as throughput, latency, reliability massive machine
communication, etc., it is important to determine the effects and usefulness of the current resource scaling
strategies on V2X network performance.
Most of the above mentioned issues in 5G and edge based MEC in V2X can be solved by integrating
Blockchain technology. The blockchain can solve the issues that are related to data integrity, transparency,
traceability, and data privacy. The blockchain provides data integrity by using the Merkle Tree. Similarly,
DAG and blockchain records the data in immutable manner and ensures that the data are trustable and
the records cannot be altered, modified, or deleted. The data availability issue can be solved by storing
the data temporarily at the local MEC servers and then utilizing the pre-fetch methods related with the
cache. The interoperability issues can be handled using automation tools that are used to handle user
side operations related to the cloud service application. The automation tools consists of adapters that
works with several cloud services provided by various cloud service providers [49]. The latency can be
reduced by integrating 5G networks with high bandwidth MEC, using Virtualized Network Functions
(VNF) and implementing efficient offloading algorithms for controlling and managing traffic flow from
vehicular nodes to the MEC servers. The distribution of wireless resources in edge computing should
be dynamically adjusted without any centrally controlled manager to ensure high QoS. Blockchain is
well suited to such instances by offering distributed ledgers to update resources in a fully automated
and reliable manner. A research work in used blockchain to build a decentralized resource distribution
system that overcomes the weakness of previous systems based on centralized techniques. The scaling
issue can be tackled by using vertical and horizontal scaling architecture. In a vertical architecture,
several mini resource pools are positioned at the selected edge locations and an efficient task offloading
mechanisms is used for locally processing data on the edge device. The scaling issue can be tackled
using vertical and horizontal scaling architecture. In vertical architecture, several mini resource pools
are positioned at the selected edge locations and an efficient task offloading mechanisms is used for
processing data locally on the edge device. Similarly, the horizontal scaling architecture is based on
Opportunistic Edge Computing (OEC) [50] that owns the computing resources in a distributed fashion
and lease the resources to the system based on short contracts.
6. Blockchain Potential in V2X Networks
Recently, blockchain technology has gained a lot of attention in many fields, because of its
ability to build trust in a decentralized manner. The potential of blockchain is huge. Blockchain can
work in a decentralized, distributed and autonomous way without the need for third-party service
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providers or centralized authorities. A blockchain is simply a publicly distributed database with
all the electronic transactions or events registered in a transparent ledger and shared among the
participating members [51]. Every other event in the blockchain database is validated by the consensus
mechanism in the network [52]. The blockchain offers privacy and anonymity of the user information,
as each peer node holds the same copy of the ledger based on secure cryptography. The blockchain is
used in various fields outside the domain of cryptocurrencies because of its unique features, such as
immutability of data, public verification, transparency, auditability, security, and privacy [53]. Some of
the application fields of blockchain are intelligent transport system [54], IoT systems [55], supply chain
management, various types of industry [56], food supply chain [57], smart energy [58], healthcare [59],
and many more.
6.1. Blockchain Overview
Blockchains are often confused with conventional databases or Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT).
There are three main types of blockchains, and they are private, public, and consortium blockchain.
In the public blockchain, any node may join or interact in the blockchain network without authorization,
and no one has control over the blockchain network [60]. In the private blockchain, permission from the
administrator is required in order to join the network and the administrator has control over the activities
of the nodes. The private blockchain are not decentralized systems, because there is a strong hierarchy
concerning network control. The consortium blockchain is a ’semi-private’ network and it has a control
user group, which operates through many organizations. In blockchain, consensus is a fault-tolerant
technique that is used to achieve the necessary agreement among distributed multiple nodes on a single
state of the network. It is a sequence of rules, which define the contributions made by the participating
nodes of the blockchain. In [61], different categories of consensus mechanisms that were used in a different
types of blockchain were discussed. In addition, smart contract functionality in blockchain provides
enhanced security functionality that sets protocols, and provides user data management, decision-making,
and access rights monitoring. It is a programmable application that is automatically implemented when a
set of predefined conditions is met [62].
6.2. Blockchain as a Security Mechanism in V2X
The existing vehicular networks face several potential security attack surfaces and threats in
inter-vehicle and in-vehicle communications, such as cyber-attacks through internet and edge-cloud
based connections by using malicious software, passive attacks, tampering the sensor devices, etc.
In this paper, we will focus on inter-vehicle communication security. The conventional security and
privacy mechanisms are not strong and are inefficient at protecting intelligent and autonomous vehicles
because of the differences in their vulnerability to cyber-attacks. In vehicular networks, a large number
of vehicles are connected with each other for information exchange, such as accidents, event reports,
traffic information, weather information, infotainment messages, etc. It is extremely challenging to
realize a centralized vehicular system for managing and processing such a huge amount of data
when considering the timely dissemination of information and, at the same time, ensure network
scalability [63]. The V2X communications are vulnerable due to the sensitive data sharing between
the intelligent vehicles [64,65]. Some of the security requirements of intelligent vehicular systems are
as follows:
•

•

Traceability: each participating vehicle should show data provenance to identify the data flow
tracing i.e., the source of the information and any changes in ownership during transmission
through the transaction.
Transparency: the information exchanged between participating vehicles, such as critical accident
information, traffic-related messages, etc., should be transparent among the member nodes in the
blockchain network, except for the private information. This helps legitimate vehicular nodes
obtain information regarding traffic situations and lets them respond accordingly.
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Resilience: if a transaction is erroneous or was corrupted, the corruption is immediately evident,
and all the vehicles are kept informed of it. A new transaction can be used to resolve an error,
as well as the corrupted transactions can be recovered.
Immutability: this prevents the event or critical messages from being tampered with after they
have been registered in the database.

6.2.1. Motivation for Using Blockchain in V2X
Blockchain can fulfill the above requirements by building trust among the peer vehicular nodes
in a trustless environment without the presence of a central authority. One of the main features of
blockchain is decentralization that maintains and stores the event information in a transparent and
immutable manner, and transmits the event information in a timely, secure, and distributed way.
The decentralized validation feature is used for rapid validation of exchange messages based on
the consensus protocol that helps in timely management of immutable history of accidents or traffic
events in vehicular networks. The co-participation of all the vehicles in creating the block based
on consensus mechanism makes it more resilient. The inherent features of the blockchain help to
obtain the information traceability and transparency in vehicular networks. In case of accident events,
the traffic police, law and enforcement department, and the insurance companies can utilize the
information stored in the blockchain to resolve the particular events. The participating vehicles can
use the event information stored in the blockchain and act accordingly, because the information stored
in the blockchain can be considered as the ground truth.
Hence, blockchain provides a series of features, such as protecting the security and privacy of
vehicular nodes against different types of advanced cyberattacks. This guarantees resilience and provides
immutability of information despite unknown attacks on the vehicular networks. As a number of vehicular
nodes join the blockchain networks, they guarantee the resilience of the blockchain system. Even though
certain vehicles go offline or become unavailable due to malicious code, malfunctions in vehicles, or cyber
threats, the original blockchain would still be available to other member vehicular nodes. All events
or transactions in the blockchains are time stamped and authenticated with private keys. The vehicle
owners can securely trace the history of transactions and trace events or transactions at any particular
time. This tracing capability prevents possible threats or malicious messages in V2X communications,
thus securing the network against deceptive attack. An attacker may attempt to de-anonymize the vehicle
identity or track the vehicle’s private data, which might jeopardize the privacy of the user. The blockchain
can secure the anonymity of the user by using the hash function and encrypting sensitive information
using asymmetric cryptography. This function also helps each vehicular node to track the provenance
or the source of the data. Moreover, the vehicles cannot collude with other neighbor vehicles while
generating the hash functions, which prevents the blockchain network from being compromised by
a large-scale attack, and provides more security. A lot of research has been done on integrating blockchain
into intelligent vehicles for security purposes [66–69]. Because of these capabilities, the use of blockchain
as a security mechanism is increasing in V2X networks.
6.2.2. Challenges of Implementing Blockchain in V2X
The use of blockchain in vehicular networks is affected by several challenges and we discuss some of
them here. Several new or modified blockchain have been proposed, such as [70,71], to reduce the average
puzzle computation time and lower the block message delivery delays in a geographically bounded area,
as shown in Table 7. In Ref. [71], a regional blockchain has been proposed to attain 51% attack success
probability in terms of several control parameters such as numbers of good vehicle and malicious vehicles,
message delivery time, and puzzle computation time that guarantees the stability of blockchain. Similarly,
Leiding et.al [70] proposed self-managed and self-organized blockchain-based VANET using concept of
an Ethereum blockchain, smart contract, and challenge-based authentication mechanism.
If we try to implement a blockchain using existing vehicular networks, the PoW Puzzle during
the mining phase consumes a significant amount of time that is not suitable for time-critical message
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dissemination. The blockchain creates a high requirement for computing power and storage capacity
for vehicular nodes. The blockchain for vehicular networks still faces challenges, such as timely
dissemination of newly mined blocks, message immutability etc., due to the dynamic topology,
large geographic areas, and high mobility of vehicles.
Some research has been done in vehicular networks by integrating edge-cloud computing and 5G
cellular networks to provide safety, security, privacy and performance improvements in the absence of
blockchain technology, as outlined in Table 7. The authors in [72] proposed a new privacy-preserving
protocol to improve the security in vehicular networks, by applying the concept of edge-computing
based on 5G cellular networks. Their scheme provides an effective privacy preservation technique
with an enhanced class security scheme to improve data transmission for road surveillance system.
Similarly, the authors in [73] propose 5G-enabled Software Defined Vehicular Networks (5G-SDVNs),
where specified SDN functionality is used along with MEC to handle vehicle groups in 5G networks.
The authors used an edge-based data dissemination protocol for VANETs in order to improve
connectivity, improve resource utilization, reduce communication overhead, and reduce latency. However,
the information exchanged between the vehicles is not transparent and traceable. The exchanged
information is not resilient and it can be modified by the malicious vehicles. Thus, integrating edge and
cellular V2X networks without using blockchain techniques cannot fully satisfy the security requirements
of the vehicular networks.
Table 7. A comparative study of blockchain with 5G and edge computing.
Authors

Leiding
et al.
(2016)

Shrestha
et.al
(2016)

Rasheed
et. al.
(2020)

Huang
et al.
(2017)

Ref.

Description

[70]

Proposed a self-managed,
Ethereum blockchainbased VANET

[71]

Proposed a regional
blockchain based VANET
to prevent 51% attacks

Block
Chain

Private
BC

Regional
BC

MEC

No

No

Cellular
/5G

System Characteristics

No

Ethereum incorporated
with VANET; applications
related to traffic
regulations, traffic jams,
weather etc.

No

Designed regional
blockchain to achieve low
51% attack success
probability with several
control parameters

[72]

Presented new privacypreserving protocol in
VANET using 5G-based
edge computing

No

MEC

Yes

[73]

Proposed 5G-enabled
SDVNs with MEC to handle
vehicle groups in 5G

No

MEC

Yes

Effective privacy
preservation method,
which can be applied by
MEC based on 5G-V2X
communications
architecture with
enhanced iCLASC
security scheme.
VANET integrated with
MEC to push the
computation from vehicles
to the Edge node for
improved performance.

6.3. Integrating Blockchain with Mec and 5G Technology in V2X Networks
The integration of the blockchain with MEC and 5G cellular technologies enables next-generation
vehicular networks by providing secure vehicular network orchestration, intelligent resource management,
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trust management, and enhanced privacy. The edge computing, i.e., MEC reduces the delay and
background congestion by computation offloading [74,75] and distributed content caching [76].
6.3.1. Integration of Blockchain with Cellular Technology in V2X
The 5G and beyond technology in next-generationneration vehicular communication is envisaged
to provide higher data rate, higher capacity, enhanced QoE, lower operating cost, lower delay,
persistent service delivery, massive vehicular node connectivity, and security [77,78]. The evolution
of C-V2X towards 5G NR and its implementation in V2X technology was discussed in Section 3.
The convergence of blockchain in next-generation vehicular communications based on 5G opens up
new opportunities to empower 5G V2X networks, capabilities, applications, and services, as given
in Table 8. Some research works are based on the integration of blockchain with cellular networks
in V2X communications [79] and [80]. The authors in [79] presented 5G-based vehicular networks
that enable technologies, like Content Centric Networking (CCN) based on blockchain for secure
vehicular communications. The authors use CCN instead of TCP/IP and allowed blockchains to
monitor the confidentiality of information quality, source, and authenticity of information shared
among the participating vehicles. It is possible to store the record of the trusted vehicles as well as
messages exchanged between the vehicles in the blockchain. The authors mentioned that 5G provides
lower latency, edge connection, and higher capacity based on network slicing in the connected vehicles;
however; they did not explain much about network slicing, and the lack of a standard consensus
protocol for a permissioned blockchain. Similarly, Sandi et al. [80] proposed a primary stage for
a blockchain-enabled 5G autonomous vehicular network, and its architecture offering some remarks
and discussed the challenges. The authors presented secondary authentication in 5G-based vehicular
networks and model inter blockchain communication. However, the authors raised concerns regarding
the constraint of short propagation time required by the vehicular networks. They gave remarks that,
if each transaction has short propagation delay, then the system can provide fast authentication, but at
the cost of selfish mining by PoW consensus because of the huge number of orphaned blocks. On the
other hand, if the block generation time is reduced, it degrades the security level, which hampers the
blockchain system.
6.3.2. Integration of Blockchain with Mec in V2X
One way to tackle the above issue is to use blockchain integrated with edge computing in vehicular
networks without using cellular networks. There are several key enabling technologies, such as mobile
edge computing, SDN, Network Function Virtualization (NFV), and D2D communication, which are
developed to promote next-generation vehicular communications. The edge computing, such as MEC,
Fog, or cloudlets, have emerged as a promising technology to empower vehicular networks and
blockchain. In vehicular networks, the blockchain can be used in geo-distributed edge networks to
compute heavy computational tasks. The MEC reduces the delay and background congestion by
computation offloading [74,75] and distributed content caching [76,81]. By integrating edge-computing
and blockchain together with new and emerging vehicular technologies discussed in Section 3,
efficient performance, security and privacy can be maintained in the absence of 5G networks and some
of them are discussed in Table 8. The authors in [82] proposed a permissioned blockchain between the
different elements involved in handling the data obtained from the vehicles for forensics applications.
They used decentralized blockchain using Proof of Concept (PoC) consensus mechanism. They used
private cloud for data storage to reduce storage space and lower the processing overheads, whereas the
authors in [83] applied Vehicular Cloud Computing (VCC) based on permissioned blockchain using
Proof of Driving (PoD) consensus to store intelligent vehicle data for privacy. The authors in [84,85]
proposed computation offloading and content caching in wireless blockchain networks integrated
with MEC. The authors in [85] used Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) and permissioned blockchain
in vehicular network edge computing. The vehicles and RSU are used as edge servers for intelligent
and secure content caching using Proof of Utility (PoU) consensus and DRL mechanism. Similarly,
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the authors in [86] proposed a reliable Fog computing framework, where RSUs are employed to offload
tasks to neighboring Fog vehicular nodes based on their reputation scores held at a semi-private
decentralized blockchain. They used Proof of Elapsed Time (PoET) consensus mechanism for leader
selection and a voting mechanism among the consortium members for block validation.
6.3.3. Integration of Blockchain with 5G-Based Edge Computing in V2X
Because of time-varying channels in V2X, dynamic network traffic strict requirements of various
new and emerging technologies that cannot attain their full potential individually. Accordingly, all of
the above technologies should be integrated and interact with each other to meet the essential demands
and critical requirements of the next-generation vehicular networks.
The blockchain enhances the V2X based on 5G and edge computing like MEC. To integrate the
MEC and 5G in vehicular networks, several RSUs or 5G RANs can be configured with MEC computing
and storage server units. The convergence of these technologies along with the implication of smart
city will bring a massive connectivity of vehicles and IoT devices. This will result in a data traffic
explosion due to data generate by diverse applications, in order to meet the heterogeneous demands
of IoT devices. While using 5G-based edge computing networks, several attack vectors disrupt the
MEC services by attacking the edge nodes of the vehicular networks [87]. The main issue with the
convergence is to deal with security vulnerabilities from diverse technological fields and provide
efficient and lightweight security and privacy schemes. Thus, blockchain promises to deliver a new
set of innovative solutions for 5G-based MEC networks and services in order to improve security,
privacy, and decentralization. In particular, 5G-based edge network utilizing blockchain can provide
services in three major areas, such as networking, processing, and edge computing. There is no doubt
that the convergence of these technologies will bring better security features for the next-generation
V2X networks.
We focus on four main aspects, including blockchain as security enhancements, task offloading,
edge computing, and system performance improvements. A comparative study of blockchain in
advanced V2X communications along with 5G-based edge-computing networks is given in Table 8.
The authors in [3] studied the security, privacy, and trust issues combined with blockchain in
SDN-enabled 5G-VANET. The authors designed trust management system by integrating vehicular
networking with the clouds where the real-time video reports, and road condition messages are
transmitted to the semi-centralized cloud. The trust management system is combined with the
blockchain and utilizes the 5G networks for uploading real-time cloud-assisted video reports to avoid
the fake messages. The blockchain is based on combined PoW and PoS consensus mechanism and
managed via a peer-to-peer network established by vehicular systems, including OBUs, RSUs, and gNBs.
Their simulation results showed that the detection accuracy is decreased as the number of malicious
nodes are increased. This can be improved by using MEC based on 5G networks and blockchain in
V2X, as proposed by the authors in [88]. We will further elaborate the concept of [88], because this is the
only article, to the best of our knowledge, which utilized 5G-based MEC computing and blockchain
along with Artificial Intelligence (AI) in V2X networks.
The authors in [88] proposed a novel secure and intelligent architecture for 5G and beyond
networks by integrating Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL) and blockchain into wireless and
vehicular networks to enable a flexible and secure resource management, networks orchestration,
and enhanced content caching scheme. Their architecture contains three layers viz. user layer, edge layer,
and cloud layer. The vehicles use heterogeneous networks that are based on cellular V2X to enhance
communication speed, and to provide seamless connection and reliable coverage for autonomous
driving. The resource-limited vehicles can offload tasks using the edge or cloud layer that acts as
a content caching provider. Blockchain is used on RSUs for providing security and privacy to the critical
information shared between vehicles because V2X are operated in trustless environment.
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Table 8. A comparative study of Blockchain in advanced vehicular networks with 5G-based edge
computing.
Ref.
No.

Description

Blockchain/
Consensus

Cellular
/5G

System Characteristics

Ortega
et al.
(2018)

[79]

Presented Content Centric
Networking (CCN) based
on BC for secure vehicular
communications

Permissioned BC

No

Yes

Used CCN instead of TCP/
IP & allowed BC to monitor
source confidentiality, quality
& authenticity of shared data

Rahmadika
et al
(2019)

[80]

Proposed BC-enabled
5G autonomous
vehicular networks

Permissioned BC/
BFT/PoD

No

Yes

Presented secondary authentication in 5G networks
& model inter BC comm.

Dorri
et al.
(2017)

[54]

Proposed a BC-based
vehicular networks to
protect vehicle privacy
& improve security

Public BC
managed by
overlay nodes

Cloud
storage

No

Decentralized security &
privacy via overlay networks for smart cars;immune
to prevalent security threats

Cebe
et al.
(2018)

[82]

Proposed a BC for handling vehicle data & forensics applications

Permissioned BC
/PoC

Private
cloud

No

Used decentralized ledger
with reduced storage &
consumes low overhead

Liu
et al.
(2018)

[84]

Proposed computation
offloading & content
caching in BC with MEC

Public BC
/PoW

MEC

No

Used MEC enabled-block chain
using two offloading modes;offloadsPoW & content caching using
stochastic game theory.

Dai
et al.
(2020)

[85]

Proposed deep RL & permissioned BC for content
caching in edge-based
vehicular networks

Permissioned BC/
PoU

MEC

No

Vehicles & RSU acts as edge
servers for intelligent content
caching; caching at edge are
performed by integrating
BC using PoU & DLR.

Singh
et al.
(2017)

[83]

Proposed an intelligent
vehicles data sharing
framework based on BC

Permissioned BC
/PoD

VCC

No

Seven-layer conceptual structure layout compatible with
real-time traffic information

Iqbal
et al.
(2020)

[86]

Proposed Fog-computing
using RSUs to offload
tasks to neighboring fog
vehicles, based on reput
ation scores held at BC

semi-private
consortium/
PoET

Fog

No

System maintains BC at RSUs,
retaining a social reputation in
VANET. Evaluate system based
on task completion, end-to-end
delay & queuing delay.

Xie
et al.
(2019)

[3]

Investigates security,privacy
& trust issues combined
with BC in SDN-enabled
5G-VANET.

PoW + PoS

Cloud
-based

Yes

BC is maintained by OBUs,RSUs
and gNBs that records all road
information & maintains trust
management to evade fake msg.

[88]

Proposed a secure and
intelligent architecture
for 5G & beyond networks by integrating
deep RL & BC in V2X.

Consortium BC
/PoW

Yes

Adopt BC-enabled resource
management, spectrum sharing,
content caching, & offload computation. Max. system utility
by sharing problem in BC empowered by DRL in 5G VANET.

Paper

Dai
et al.
(2019)

Edge
Comp.

MEC

The edge layer consists of 5G network infrastructures, like the Macro BS (MBS), small BS (SBS),
and RSUs, which are geo-distributed and installed with MEC servers and blockchain platforms.
MEC reduces latency and prevents back haul congestion by offloading computation and caching
content in distributed manner. Each BS or RSU supports blockchain to allow untrustworthy vehicles to
communicate securely for content caching or storing critical messages as transactions. The cloud layer
has a global view of the network that consists of high computing servers, but long distance between
vehicle and cloud causes delay. The advantage of this hierarchical scheme is that it intelligently and
securely manages the resources in an optimal way by leveraging the new paradigm such as AI and
blockchain technology. The AI based on DRL effectively evaluates the topology, channel distribution,
and existing wireless network congestion effectively. MEC incorporated with blockchain and AI
facilitate reliable network diagnosis and enable dynamic orchestration. This scheme helps to reduce
the block generation time as well as block propagation delay as the transaction messages are exchanged
near the edge nodes.
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7. Open Issues and Future Research Directions
This section provides a variety of critical open issues and research concerns that should be
addressed carefully during the system design as discussed below.
7.1. Performance and Scalability Issues
Besides the advantages of blockchain scalability and performance issues are still major obstacles
in the integrated ecosystems. The scalability issues are mainly based on storage, throughput,
and networking.
•

•

•

•

Storage: a massive volume of data transactions such as information storage, management of
resources and vehicle transactions are generated due to the integration of blockchain in 5G-based
MEC in vehicular networks. In conventional blockchain, all of the nodes store a copy of complete
blockchain transactions. As a result, the blockchain bloats and results in a computational and
storage load on resource-constrained vehicles [89].
Throughput: the performance concerns include limited throughput in terms of number of
transactions per second, and delays that are scaused by additional time to add block transactions
into the blockchain [90]. The blockchain has limited block size, and the block generation time
grows rapidly due to long waiting time for transactions to be added on the chain that results in
limited throughput.
Network Resource: in the context of integrated blockchain and 5G-based MEC environments,
high density networks with large number of heterogeneous and resource constrained devices,
consume lots of resources. It might be difficult to fulfill the resource requirements of blockchain
in order to accomplish large-scale transaction processing. Moreover, the blockchain consumes
large network resources in terms of transmission power, mining, and bandwidth based on the
consensus mechanism that results in high latency [91].
Blockchain Incentive and Penalty Mechanisms: an efficient incentive mechanism should be built so
that the incentives are assigned to the miners in a fair manner. Thus, a future direction for research
is to develop an efficient and robust incentive mechanism with fair distribution to encourage all
parties and miners to engage in the blockchain. In addition, penalty systems are also necessary to
discourage any malicious entity from performing harmful activities.

Besides the above-mentioned issues, a lot of research needs to be done to improve blockchain
performance and scalability from various design viewpoints, such as hardware mining [92],
hybrid consensus mechanisms [93], off-chain [94], and on-chain [95], solutions, standardization,
and regional blockchain design [71].
7.2. Security and Privacy Issues
The vehicle platooning and collaborative control are important aspects of future autonomous
vehicles. However, there are security issues and vulnerabilities that exist in application, and networks
layers in autonomous platooning, such as message spoofing, DoS, burst transmission, etc. These cyber
security issues can be resolved by integrating synchronisation-based control techniques that implements
a decentralized detection method to cope with several malicious activities [96,97].
Even though blockchain is considered as a secured distributed ledger, there are certain privacy
and security issues in an integrated blockchain. One of the weaknesses is 51% attack vulnerabilities
where the attackers modify transaction orders, disrupt mining operations, or trigger double-spending
attacks that hamper the blockchain network [98]. Moreover, an attack on a smart contract might
result in the leakage of private information about the vehicles, or system logic alterations. Some of the
examples of security flaws in integrated blockchain in 5G-based MEC are time-stamping dependency,
mismanaged exceptions, and re-entry attacks on smart contracts. Another issue is that anonymous
nodes can act as a legitimate network member and perform edge data processing, but they might access
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personal information of the vehicles that leads to a privacy issue. While blockchain uses encryption
and digital signature to maintain transactions, recent analytical results [99] reveal that transactions can
be disclosed during blockchain formation showing that blockchain data security is not very robust in
practice. In addition, hackers can exploit smart contracts for illicit activities, causing sensitive data
leaks, e.g., cryptographic keys.
Some research results help to address security issues to enhance the overall performance of the
integrated ecosystem, such as SmartPool [100], which implements a mining pool to improve transaction
verification that overcomes 51% attack vulnerability. More recently, researchers presented an effective
security assessment for examining and preventing potential threats, which ensures trustworthy smart
contract execution under blockchain [101,102].
7.3. Quality of Service (QoS) Issue
The integration of blockchain in 5G-based MEC environments can introduce novel QoS issues,
which would adversely affect the overall system performance of V2X networks. The data traffic
generated from the integrated technologies needs to be managed efficiently to reduce latency, and to
handle network resources in order to achieve good QoS. One of the most critical goals of future C-V2X
based blockchain is to provide high QoS and ultra-low latency for vehicles to satisfy the demands from
increased traffic and new services. A solution based on 5G network virtualization was studied in [103]
in order to solve blockchain scalability and improve system performance by separating blockchain
management from transaction processing in order to reduce the latency and enhance the QoS of
blockchain operations. Blockchain requires extensive resources in storage, processing, and network
bandwidth to accomplish the consensus process. Without proper planning, the integrated blockchain
in 5G-based MEC environments will lead to the deterioration of QoS due to high latency, high energy
usage, high demands for bandwidth, and dense network congestion.
Some techniques were presented to solve the QoS issues from two perspectives: (1) lightweight
blockchain designs, as discussed in [104–108] reducing the consensus mechanism computation in
blockchain and (2) computation offloading as mentioned in [109–111] that is based on integrated 5G
technologies with edge computing along with SDN, NFV and D2D communications.
7.4. Future Research Directions
7.4.1. Integrated Blockchain, 5G-Based Mec and Big Data
In the big data era, a large volume of multimedia data generated from integrated 5G-based
MEC and V2X nodes could be used for data-related applications such as data mining, machine
learning-based data extraction [112]. Nonetheless, big data analytics on 5G-based MECs will pose
a range of threats, ranging from data privacy leakage, cyber-attacks, and access control to security
breaches leading to extremely advanced data theft [113]. The blockchain can solve major related
security vulnerabilities by eliminating the fear of security bottlenecks. The blockchain can facilitate
decentralized data sharing that allows large-scale big data deployments in 5G V2X [114]. Many of
the research results suggest that blockchain can offer multiple benefits in terms of security, privacy
preservation and performance enhancement in big data analytics in 5G-based system [115,116].
7.4.2. Blockchain beyond 5G
Beyond 5G, or specifically 6G, is anticipated to give superior performance to fulfill the extremely
high demands from fully autonomous vehicles, by mobile, wearable, IoT networks, and by deep under
water communications, etc. It can provide super high throughput, ultra-high reliability, low energy
consumption, massive connection, ultra-low latency, space communications, etc. [117,118]. However,
like other technologies, 6G will have to cope with a number of stringent technical demands, particularly
for tight security and full privacy. Blockchain will play a key role in promoting and enhancing security,
and in transforming the future of 6G networks [119].
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7.4.3. Machine Learning Integrated with Blockchain for 5G-Based Mec
Machine Learning (ML) techniques create new opportunities for the existing and future V2X
technologies, enabling them to learn from data, provide predictions and support decisions [120]. In the
integrated system, the ML transforms the way data analytics are performed to help intelligent services,
such as traffic data estimation, for avoiding network congestion. There is a lot of research based on
integrating machine learning such as DRL with blockchain, 5G-based edge computing in V2X to ensure
security, and intelligent resource management [88] in dynamic vehicular network with high mobility.
The DRL helps in analyzing the channel interference, channel assignments, and wireless network
topology. It helps to choose the most suitable access mode, such as cellular or V2V, to enhance the
V2X connection or improve the intelligent vehicle experience. However, the resolution on offloading
optimization needs to be further researched to balance the integrated blockchain and 5G-based
edge computing.
8. Conclusions
In this survey, we discussed the possibilities provided by advanced V2X networks for safe and
secure future autonomous driving. We presented state-of-the-art V2X through a comprehensive
literature survey in the related research area. We particularly highlighted evolution towards future
V2X based on the 802.11bd and 5G NR. We discussed the issues and challenges in existing V2X based on
5G and edge computing. Apparently, blockchain has emerged as a promising technology to solve the
majority of issues and challenges related to privacy, security and networking faced by the existing and
next-generation V2X technologies. We examined and explored, in detail, the convergence of blockchain
in next-generation V2X communications that opens up new opportunities to empower advanced V2X
networks, capabilities, applications, and services. We then investigated the integration of blockchain
in 5G-based MEC vehicular networks for security, privacy protection, and content caching. Lastly,
we mentioned numerous open research challenges and prospective paths for future research direction
on the integrated emerging technologies, such as big data, machine learning, and beyond 5G.
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